Introduction
Bulk heterojunction organic solar cells, consist of a blend of conjugated polymer donor and fullerene derivative as electron acceptor, and convert the energy of sunlight directly into electrical energy. They have attracted more and more ever increasing interest due to their low cost, roll to roll manufacturing, environmentally friendly processing, lightweight properties and mechanical flexibility [1] . Bulk heterojunction organic solar cells (BHJ-OSCs) using donor-acceptor (D-A) copolymers as electron donor and PC 71 BM have showed a power conversion efficiency (PCE) over 10 % in single BHJ solar cells and 10.6 % [2] in tandem solar cells [3] . This progress is a direct result of the development of different materials including electron donor [4] and electron acceptor materials [5] , along with the innovations and optimizations in device processing and engineering [6] . In spite of these advances in the polymer based BHJ solar cells, there are two main disadvantages of the conjugated polymers i.e. the purity of materials and variations in the molecular weights and this makes these materials of photovoltaic properties difficult to reproduce [7] in a systematic manner. In recent years, solution processed small molecules solar cells have been emerging as a competitive alternative to that of copolymers due to the their advantages, that include versatile chemical structures, and easier to energy level control, mobility tuning and less batch to batch variations [8] , and for which PCE in the range of 8-10 % have been reported for these solar cells [9] .
For a solution processed BHJ small molecule solar cell, the donor small molecule plays a very important role in absorbing incident light on the device, they should posses a strong and wide absorption profile that closely matches with the solar spectrum. In this regards, porphyrin derivatives, owing to their very well established potential as light harvesting antennae for efficient energy and electron transfer processes in biological systems, appears to be very attractive as donors in organic solar cells [10] . These materials display an absorption spectra with intense Soret band at 400-450 nm and moderate Q bands at 500 -700 nm, due to their π-conjugated macrocyclic frame work. Moreover, their electronic, spectroscopic and physical properties can be appropriately tuned by synthetically modifying the substituents of the macrocyclic ring and/or the metal into the central cavity [11] .
Porphyrin derivatives have been successfully employed as sensitizers for dye sensitized solar cells [12] and some of them have showed PCE of over than 12-13% [13] . But, the use of porphyrin as donor in solution processed BHJ organic solar cells is limited due to the difficulty of their solubility in common organic solvents which is one of the most important requirements for these types of devices. However, the appropriate selection of peripheral substituents can increase the solubility of porphyrins. Matsuo et al. have In continuation to our research work in the field of small molecules for solution processed BHJ solar cells, we report the design and synthesis of an A-π-D-π-A porphyrin small molecule in which ethyl rhodanine end capping groups were linked to core porphyrin donor via octyl thiophenes -ethynylene π bridge. An ethynylene link makes the octyl thiophenes moiety coplanar to the porphyrin core thus promoting an extensive π-conjugated 4 region. We have used this porphyrin small molecule as a donor along with the PC 71 BM as the acceptor for the fabrication of BHJ solution processed organic solar cells. Moreover, we have shown that the nanomorphology of the VC117:PC 71 BM active layer could be improved by the solvent additive pyridine with an enhanced balanced charge transport and the PCE of up to 5.56 % has been achieved for the optimized BHJ organic solar cell. The enhancement in the PCE is mainly to the improved values of J sc and FF, attributed to the combination of light harvesting efficiency, exciton dissociation efficiency and charge transport ability, due to the improved nanoscale morphology and interpenetrating pathways, induced by the solvent additives.
Experimental details

General
Unless stated otherwise, all reagents were purchased from commercial sources and used without further purification. Dichloromethane, Pyrrole, Pyridine, Dichloroethane, Ethanol and THF were distilled before use. Ethyl rhodanine, DDQ, 4 , Pd 2 (dba) 3 , AsPh 3 , Nbromosuccinimide (NBS), were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Dry THF and toluene were obtained by passing them through an activated alumina column on a PureSolv TM solvent purification system (Innovative Technologies, Inc., MA). Flash column chromatography was carried out using Silica gel 60, 40-63 µm (Panreac Química SLU) as the stationary phase.
Size exclusion chromatography was carried out in a large elution column (1000mm x 38 mm)
with Biobead SX3 (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.) as the stationary phase. The eluent was passed through the column under gravity. 5-bromo-3,3-dioctyl-2,2:5,2-terthiophene-2-carbaldehyde (Br 3 TCHO) [21] and octyloxy diacetylene porphyrin [22] was synthesized as per the earlier reported procedure.
Experimental
UV-vis absorption spectra were measured in a 1 cm path-length quartz cell using a Shimadzu model 1700 spectrophotometer. Steady state fluorescence spectra were recorded using a Spex model Fluoromax-3 spectrofluorometer using a 1 cm quartz cell. All 1 H and 13 C NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AV 300 and AV 500 instruments, respectively, at a constant temperature of 300 K, unless otherwise stated. 1 H spectra were referenced to tertramethylsilane. ESI mass spectra were recorded on a Water Quattro micro (Water Inc, USA 191.42, 166.73, 140.64,140.22,138.51,136.51,136.03, 134.74, 134.48, 132.22, 130.68, 126.58, 126.13, 124.19, 120.13, 110.58, 39.25, 31.28, 29.92, 29.71, 29.07, 28.87, 28.80, 28.74, 28.67, 28.614, 22.01, 13.44, 11.64 . MS (MALDI-TOF) ( Figure S3 , supporting Figure S5 , supporting information) δ.191. 42, 166.53, 160.03, 150.97, 150.56, 141.05, 140.14, 140.58, 138.59, 137.73, 137.12, 135.62, 135.02, 134.45, 131.52, 131.16, 129.73, 129.59, 127.91, 127.59, 126.81, 124.89, 123.31, 120.99, 120.60, 115.49, 104.57, 99.47, 98.68, 88.05, 39.52, 37.18, 34.14, 32.79, 31.92, 31.94, 31.55, 30.52, 30.26, 30.08, 29.80, 29.70, 29.60, 29.52, 29.43 29.29, 28.87, 28.79, 25.41, 22.61, 22.31, 13.51,13.37,11.36 We would like to notice that VC117 was purified by consecutive flash chromatography , size exclusion chromatography and also HPLC. However, although this combination of techniques was effective to remove almost all major impurities, a by-product was still present ( as can be seen at the 1H-NMR). It is estimated that the final product has a degree of purity higher than 95%. The implications on the device solar cell performance are detailed below. 
Device fabrication and characterization
The
Results and discussion
Synthesis and characterization
The synthetic route of the porphyrin small molecule VC117 in the Scheme 1 and Scheme The targeted molecule based on the A-π-D-π-A architecture is scheme 2. The VC117 porphyrin molecule was synthesised via sonagashira coupling reaction bromo terthiohene rhodanine (3) 
Photophysical and electrochemical properties
The normalized optical absorption spectra of VC117 in dilute THF solution and thin film cast from the THF solvent is shown in Figure 1 and complied is table 1. The VC117 exhibits a strong Soret band in the wavelength range 400 -550 nm with an absorption peak at 467 nm and a moderate Q band in the wavelength range 620 -720 nm with a peak around 682 nm and is the typical characteristics of ethynyl linked based porphyrins [23] . The Soret band of VC117 is broadened and also redshift and the Q band is also redshift and intensify, as compared to other porphyrins may be attributed to intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) between the donor and acceptor units. These spectral changes indicate an effective π-elongation through the porphyrin core, octyl thiophenes -ethynylene π bridge and ethyl rhodanine and better conjugation for VC117 [24] . As compared to absorption spectrum in solution, the thin film absorption spectra showed slight red shift and broadening in both Soret and Q bands. A red shift of about 18 nm in Q band attributed to strong intermolecular interaction in solid state. The optical bandgap of VC117 is estimated from the onset of the absorption spectrum in thin film and is about 1.62 eV. This porphyrin molecule exhibits a wide absorption from 400 to 760 nm with high absorption coefficients owing to the efficient conjugation in the backbone structure and intramolecular charge transfer between the terminal acceptor units and core donor through the π-linker.
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was used to estimate the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of VC117. The potential were internally calibrated using the ferrocene/ferrocenium (Fc/Fc + ) of the redox couple (4.8 eV below vacuum level). The HOMO which is -5.13 eV for VC117 was estimated from the onset oxidation and reduction potential. The LUMO energy level was determined using E LUMO = EHOMO-E o-o . E o-o is the energy between the energy transition between the lowest vibrational ground state and the lowest vibrational excited state and calculated from the intersection of absorption and emission spectra of small molecules in solution ( Figure S7 , supporting information). The calculated LUMO energy levels of VC117 is -3.36 eV is above the LUMO energy level of PC 71 BM (-4.1 eV) that act as electron acceptor, which generates a large driving force for the transfer and separation of photogenerated charge carriers in the D-A interface.
Theoretical Calculations
We have additionally performed a theoretical study on the VC117 molecular structures within the framework of density functional theory (DFT) and time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT).
The initial geometry optimization calculations were performed employing the gradient corrected functional PBE [25] of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof. The def-SVP basis set [26] was used for all of the calculations. At this stage of the calculations, to increase the computational efficiency (without loss in accuracy), the resolution of the identity method [27] was used for the treatment of the two-electron integrals. Subsequent geometry optimization were further performed using the hybrid exchange-correlation functional B3LYP [28] as well as Truhlar's meta-hybrid exchange-correlation functional M06 [29] , and the same basis set.
Tight convergence criteria were placed for the SCF energy (up to 10 -7 Eh) and the oneelectron density (rms of the density matrix up to 10 -8 ) as well as for the norm of the Cartesian gradient (residual forces both average and maximum smaller than 1.5x10 -5 a.u.) and residual displacements (both average and maximum smaller than 6x10 -5 a.u.). Solvent effects were included for the THF using the integral equation formalism variant of the Polarizable Continuum Model (IEFPCM), as implemented in the Gaussian package [30] . TD-DFT excited state calculations were performed to calculate the optical gap of VC117 using the same functionals and basis set on the corresponding ground state structures. The UV/Vis spectra were calculated using the B3LYP and M06 functionals. The first round of geometry optimization was performed using the Turbomole package [31] . All of the follow up calculations were performed using the Gaussian package [30] .
The first round of calculations was geometry optimizations using initial geometries with various orientations of the moieties that compile the VC117 structure. To increase the computational efficiency of the next rounds, for which the hybrid B3LYP and meta-hybrid M06 functionals were used, the alkyl groups were truncated to ethyl groups. Vibrational analysis on the optimized structure VC117 did not reveal any vibrational modes with imaginary eigenfrequencies, i.e. the final optimized structures are true local (if not global) minimum. The main inner body of the structures is highly planar, this includes the porphyrin structure up to (and including) the first thiophene moiety. The two outer rings are coplanar which is mainly as the result of the unsaturated linking carbon. The thiophene group that links the outer and inner structure forms dihedral angles ~17°-22° and ~28°-32° with the inner and outer structure, respectively, depending on the functional and the presence of solvent. The planes of the phenyl groups linked to the porphyrin form almost normal dihedral angles to the main body plane. We have calculated the HOMO and LUMO energy levels and the optical gaps, defined here as the energetically lowest allowed vertical electronic excitation, employing the PBE, M06, and B3LYP functionals. In Table 2 , in addition to the frontier orbitals' energy levels, we also provide the optical gap the main contributions to the first excitation as well as the wavelength of the first excitation and of the excitations with the largest oscillator strengths.
In addition to the B3LYP functional we have also performed our calculations employing the M06 functional. The M06 meta-hybrid functional was chosen since it provides leveled performance over transition types [32, 13a] . We provide results using all three functionals, which can additionally be used for comparison with the literature. The HOMO-LUMO (HL) gap calculated using the hybrid B3LYP functional is slightly smaller than that using the meta-hybrid M06 functional and however, the calculated optical gaps are practically the same for both functionals. In Table 2 we also provide the character of the first allowed excitations only for contributions larger than 4%. The first excitation, as calculated by each of the functionals, clearly exhibits a strong single-configuration character, with only marginal secondary contributions.
In Figure 2 we have plotted the isosurfaces ( isovalue=0.02) of the HOMO and LUMO, as well as the next nearest frontier orbitals of VC117 which are involved in transitions with strong contributions to the first excitation. The HOMO extends over all of the main body of the structures that is planar and includes the first (inner) thiophene and the linking thiophene moieties. The LUMO is delocalized mainly on the inner part of the structures, but also extends over the all of the ring groups, however with smaller contributions. We also show the HOMO-1, HOMO-1, and LUMO+2, LUMO+3 isosurfaces since transitions between them contribute to the first excitations, as shown in Table 2 . The delocalizations exhibited from these orbitals vary, with the HOMO-2 and LUMO+3 mainly on the porphyrin, and the HOMO-1 and LUMO+2 over the thiophene chain or the terminating thiophenethiazolidin4one (TPTAO) ring groups. To quantify the contributions of the moieties to the frontier orbitals we have calculated the total and partial density of states (PDOS). The PDOS for VC117 is shown in Figure 3 . We partition the structure into the diPhenylPorphyrine, dPPorph, central structure, the first thiophene group bonded to the porphyrin, TPa, the thiophene that links the inner and outer structure, TPL, the TPTAO outer ring, and all the alkyl groups collectively. The HOMO is dominated by contributions from the dPPorph and TPA groups by 50% and 33.6% respectively, as well as a significant contribution of 9.9% from the linking thiophene TPL. A similar pattern is found for the LUMO to which the dPPorph and TPA contribute 52.3% and 21.3% respectively, however in this case with significant contributions from TPTAO at 18.7% and from TPL at 7.4%. It is thus not expected transitions from HOMO to LUMO to result in significant charge transfer.
The near frontier orbitals exhibit different character, specifically, the contributions from TPA, TPTAO, dPPorph and TPL are 30.5% (0.0%), 33.1% (0.0%), 6.4% (99.9%), and 28.1% (0.0%) for HOMO-1 (HOMO-2) . Similarly, the corresponding contributions to LUMO+2 (LUMO+3) are 5.2% (0.0%), 69.8% (0.0%), 19.1% (99.8%), and 5.6% (0.0%).
These are in agreement with our earlier observations on the orbital delocalizations. From the pattern that emerges any charge transfer from HOMO-1 to LUMO+3 transitions is compensated from HOMO to LUMO+2. On the other hand, no charge transfer is expected from a HOMO-2 to LUMO+3 transitions. Overall the first excitation does not result in charge transfer. The first significant contributions (5.1%) from the aliphatic groups are noted at lower energies, about -6.7 eV which corresponds to the HOMO-10 level.
In Figure 4 we show the UV/Visual absorption spectra of the VC117 structure calculated at the TD-DFT/M06 level of theory, both accounting for solvent effects for CF and in gas phase. The spectra have been produced by convoluting Gaussian functions with HWHM = 0.18 eV centered at the excitation wavenumbers. In Figure SI -1 (see Supporting Information) we also provide the corresponding spectra calculated using the B3LYP functional, which only slightly overestimates the wavelengths and retains all the main characteristics with that using M06 and the experimental spectra. The absorption spectra of the two structures exhibit two main bands that are located on the high and low wavelength regions. The low wavelength region exhibits a finer structure which manifests as a side bump at lower wavelengths. The first band is centered at 724 nm and the second at 497 nm. The wavelengths of the excitations with the largest oscillator strengths within these bands are given in Table 2 .
Photovoltaic properties
The photovoltaic performance of the organic solar cell that uses the BHJ active layer with a mixture of donor and acceptor materials is significantly influenced by the relative concentrations of these components used for the preparation of the active layer as there should a balance between the absorbance of incident photons and subsequent charge transport process within the active layer. When the concentration of the acceptor material is low, the electron transporting ability will be limited while with the higher amount of acceptor concentration, the absorbance and hole transport ability in the active layer will be decreased.
In our system, the optimum device performance was observed in a blend of 1:1 weight ratio of the mixture VC117 and PC 71 BM in THF, after testing the devices with a series of three different weight ratios (1:0.5, 1:1 and 1:1.5). From the normalized absorption spectrum of this blend VC117:PC 71 BM (1:1) ( Figure 5 ) that shows the combination of both VC117 and PC 71 BM absorption characteristics, it becomes obvious that both moieties participate in light absorption and thus photocurrent generation.
The current -voltage characteristics of the device based on optimized VC117:PC 71 BM (1:1) active layer processed from THF solvent (device A), under stimulated solar illumination (100 mW/cm 2 ) is shown in Figure 6a and photovoltaic parameters are complied in Table 3 . The device showed an overall PCE of 2.95 % with Jsc =8.38 mA/cm 2 , Voc= 0.82 V and FF=0.43. The V oc of the device based on VC117 is respectable, however it is lower than that of the porphyrin dye VC62 [20] , which may be related to the higher value of the HOMO energy level of VC117 (-5.13 eV) as compared to VC62 (-5.44 eV). The incident photon to current conversion efficiency (IPCE) of the device based on VC117:PC 71 BM (1:1, THF) is shown in Figure 6b and it is found that this spectrum is closely related to absorption spectrum of VC117:PC 71 BM blend (as shown in Figure 5 ), indicating that both VC117 and PC 71 BM contribute to photocurrent generation.
Nevertheless, the overall PCE value of the organic solar cell based on VC117:PC 71 BM active layer processed from THF is smaller than that reported in the literature when other small molecules are used as donors. The inferior performance can also be attributed to the fact, as mentioned at the Experimental Section, that the VC117 has purity above 95% only. A seminal paper by Heeger and co-workers in 2011 describes how " small amounts of impurity, even one part in one thousand" can lead to noticeable decrease in solar cell efficiency [33] . Nonetheless, the V oc of the present device is excellent (V oc = 0.82 V) and the lower PCE value is mainly due to the low values of both J sc and FF. These two parameters are directly related to the light harvesting efficiency of active layer and the resulting charge generation as well as to the charge transport and collection to the respective electrodes, processes that depend on the film morphology. A well defined nanomorphology and phase separation between donor and acceptor components in the active layer within the range of exciton diffusion length is necessary for efficient exciton dissociation and charge transport [34] . It is reported that controlling the morphology of active layer, induced by the appropriate To get information about the improved performance of the device B and C, we have measured the optical absorption spectra of the blends used for device A, B and C, i.e. active layer cast from THF, pyridine/THF and pyridine/THF (thermally annealed) and is shown in Figure 5 . As shown in figure 5 , the absorption intensity of the pyridine /THF cast blend film is enhanced and ICT band corresponds to VC117 is redshifted as compared to THF cast blend film which is related to the enhanced π-π stacking between the molecule backbones [38] . For the film with further thermal annealing, the absorption intensity was further improved. These results indicates that the solvent additive and subsequent thermal annealing improved the light harvesting ability of the active layer and one of the reasons for the enhancement in J sc of the device B and C.
The difference in PCE of the solar cell, when the active layer was spin cast from pyridine/THF solution, may be the difference in exciton dissociation efficiency, after the exciton generation. Photoluminescence (PL) quenching provides direct evidence for the exciton dissociation, which influences the J sc and is used as a measure of photoinduced charge transfer between donor and acceptor interface present in the active layer. PL was measured to investigate the exciton dissociation efficiency. Figure 7 shows the PL spectra of spin coated VC117 (THF cast) and VC117:PC 71 BM (1:1) (THF and pyridine/THF cast) blend films. As can be seen from this figure that the pristine VC117 exhibits PL emission with a peak around 716 nm. Blending VC117 with PC 71 BM, the PL peak is quenched. The degree of quenching increases with the addition of pyridine. This effective PL quenching suggest that the exciton separation was more efficient in the active layer cast from pyridine/THF as compared to that for THF cast active layer. The more effective quenching in the pyridine/THF cast film than in THF cast film implies two possibilities: (i) better exciton dissociation in the pyridine /THF cast film, (ii) a larger interfacial area between the VC117
and PC 71 BM through the optimal nanoscale phase separation. The former could be ruled out, because this is affected mainly by the energy difference between the HOMO of the donor and LUMO of the acceptor used in the blend. The second mechanism is mainly responsible for the effective PL quenching as confirmed from the active layer film morphology studies. Thus the optimized phase separation and crystallinity of the active layer are important factor for efficient exciton dissociation. The morphology and quenching of PL intensity revealed that the active layer processed with pyridine/THF exhibits more favorable features for higher J sc .
The morphology of the thin film was characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and shown in Figure 8 for the active layers employed for device A, B and C. The thin film processed with THF form large phase separated domain of sizes 90-100 nm which is significantly larger than the exciton diffusion length. This large scale phase separation affects the exciton dissociation into free charge carrier and their transportation and leads to the reduction in J sc and FF. The film cast from the pyridine/THF had smaller domain sizes and were further reduced up to 20-25 nm with additional thermal annealing. The better morphology and optimized interpenetrating networks of blend active layer films with TA and SATA treatment leads to increased donor-acceptor interfacial area and hole mobility, which may increase the exciton dissociation and charge transport efficiency and reduces the charge carrier recombination, thus resulting in higher J sc and FF [39] .
The crystallinity of the active layer also plays an important role in the charge transport and collection, thereby increasing the overall PCE of the organic solar cell. To obtain information about the change in the crystallinity of the VC117:PC 71 BM film with the addition of pyridine in the host solvent, prior to the spin casting, we have recorded the X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the spin cast thin film processed with and without pyridine additive. In addition, we have also recorded the XRD patterns of pristine VC117 thin film cast from THF and pyridine/THF solvents, for comparison (Supporting information Figure) .
The pristine VC117 cast from THF as well as from pyridine/THF shows strong diffraction peak at 2θ=7.22°, but the intensity of the later is stronger than the one of the former, indicating that the crystallinity of the film is increased with the addition of pyridine additive.
The blend VC117:PC 71 BM cast from THF (black color Figure 9a ) also shows a diffraction peak at around 2θ=7.22°, corresponding to VC117 unit but its intensity becomes weak, suggesting an effective mixing of PC 71 BM and VC117. However, this diffraction peak becomes more intense in the corresponding blend cast from pyridine/THF solvent, while its width at half maximum height is decreased. These results indicate that the blend film cast from the THF solvent has low crystallinity, while in the case of blend film cast from pyridine/THF solvent, the crystallinity and π conjugation of VC117 in the blend increases.
The intensity further increased with additional thermal annealing. This is probably due to the difference in the boiling point of THF and pyridine that makes the spin coated film to dry slowly, assisting in the formation of a better self ordered structure of the blend. The increase in the crystallinity leads to an enhancement in the light absorption property of the active layer and higher hole mobility in the blend film, leading to the increase in J sc , FF and PCE of the organic solar cell.
The charge carrier mobility in the BHJ active layer is critical in the BHJ organic solar cell efficiency because the photogenerated charges extract at the electrode depends on the competition between carrier sweep out, which is limited by the carrier mobility, and the loss of photogenerated carriers by recombination [40] . The hole and electron mobility of respectively. The results were analyzed using the SCLC model described by Mott-Gurney law which includes a small field dependent term, as seen in following equation [41] .
Where ε r ε o is the dielectric permittivity of the active layer, L is the thickness of the active layer, V app is the applied voltage, V bi is the built in voltage, µ o is the zero field mobility, and β is the field activation factor.
The J-V characteristics of the hole only device in dark were shown in Figure 10 2.29 x10 -4 cm 2 /Vs, 2.34 x10 -4 cm 2 /Vs, and 2.38 x10 -4 cm 2 /Vs respectively. The ratio of electron to hole mobilities in the active layer processed without/with additive and subsequent thermal annealing is found to be about 36, 4.63 and 2.81, respectively. Therefore it seems that in the active layer processed with pyridine and subsequent thermal annealing, the charge carrier transports are more balanced, a feature that increases the short circuit current, J sc and the fill factor, FF, of the device, leading to a higher overall PCE value.
We have estimated the series resistance (R s ) and shunt resistance (R sh ) from the slope of the J-V characteristics of the devices, under illumination, around the V oc and J sc , respectively and complied in Table 3 . In general, the R s of the organic solar cell is composed of the bulk resistance of the active layer and depends on the charge transport ability within the active layer and morphology of the active layer. It can be seen from the table 1 that Rs of the device processed with pyridine/THF solvent is significantly lower than that for processed with THF and further decreased, that may be attributed to better morphology and balanced charge transport. Therefore, the higher boiling point of pyridine offers more time for the adjustment of molecular aggregation to improve the morphology and interpenetrating pathways network for charge transport, reducing the R s and increasing the J sc and FF [42] .
The increase in R sh is related to the decrease in leakage current and depends upon the intermolecular interaction (or electronic) coupling between the donor and acceptor materials in the active layer. Therefore, the slight decrease in the V oc for the device processed with additive could be due to the increasing intermolecular interaction between the donor and acceptor.
We further studied the effect on the charge generation in the VC117:PC 71 BM BHJ solar cells i.e. device A, B and C by investigating the saturation point where the internal field is large enough to sweep out all the carriers to the electrodes prior to recombination. Figure 6 shows the variation of photocurrent density (J ph 
